ABSTRACT: Treatment of degenerative spinal disorders by fusion produces abnormal mechanical conditions at mobile segments above or below the site of spinal disorders and is clinically referred to as adjacent segments disc disease (ASDD) or transition syndrome in the case of a previous surgical treatment. The aim of the current study is to understand with the help of poro-elastic finite element models how single or two level degeneration of lower lumbar levels influences motions at adjacent levels and compare the findings to motions produced by single or two level fusions when the adjacent disk has varying degree of degeneration. Validated grade-specific finite element models including varying grades of disc degeneration at lower lumbar levels with and without fusion were developed and used to determine motions at all levels of the lumbar spine due to applied moment loads. Results showed that adjacent disc motions do depend on severity of disc degeneration, number of disc degenerated or fused, and level at which degeneration or fusion occurred. Furthermore, single level degeneration and single level fusion produced similar amount of adjacent disc motions. The pattern of increase in adjacent segment motions due to disc degeneration and increase in motions at segment adjacent to fusion was similar. Based on the current study, it can be concluded that disc degeneration should also be considered as a risk factor in addition to fusion for generating adjacent disc degeneration. ß
The treatment of degenerative spinal diseases is normally focused on reduction of pain, using both nonoperative and surgical methods. The surgical methods include decompression, fusion, motion preservation, and combinations of these. Subsequent to these treatments, pathological development at mobile segments above or below the site of the intervention is clinically referred to as adjacent segments disc disease (ASDD) or transition syndrome in the case of a previous surgical treatment. We do not know at this time for certain if the ASDD is caused by the neighboring fusion or if they represent the natural progression of the lumbar degenerative processes.
Several in vitro experiments using both animal and human cadaveric spine models have shown increased mobility of the adjacent segment as a result of a fusion, a possible etiology of adjacent segment degeneration. [1] [2] [3] Bastian et al., 4 Quinnell et al., 2 and Weinhoffer et al. 5 have compared adjacent segment biomechanics after single lumbar segment fusion using cadavers. The effect of short versus long segment fusion was studied by Chow et al. 6 and Nagata et al. 7 Adjacent segment motions were compared between circumferential fusion and anterior fusion by Esses et al. 8 and Lee et al. 1 Finite element studies of normal and fused spine models have also reported an increase in intradiscal pressure in the disc adjacent to a fused level as well as higher stress in the adjacent disc. 5, 6, [9] [10] [11] Most of the literature on spine biomechanical studies of fusion using finite element models are focused on a single variable that affects the adjacent segment motion in a normal spine such as different fusion techniques or motion preservation system.
Radiographic analyses of fusion patients have shown an increase in mobility of the adjacent mobile segments. [12] [13] [14] [15] A recent MRI evaluation after an interbody fusion with pedicle screw fixation for spondylolisthesis found that more than 70% of the patients developed degeneration at adjacent segments which were normal before surgery. 16 Lumbar spinal segmental motions of 10 patients with degenerated discs at L4/L5 and L5/S1 were analyzed during functional weight-bearing activities using imaging techniques by Passias et al. 17 The results showed increased motions at segments adjacent to degenerated discs. Combined MRI and dual fluoroscopic imaging techniques were used by Wang et al. 18 on 10 subjects with low back pain between L4 and S1 and showed an increase in tensile and shear deformations as well as significantly greater area of large disc deformation at segment cephalic to the degenerated segments during end ranges of motion.
The development and severity of ASDD in disc degeneration is broadly believed to depend on a number of risk factors. A 14-year study of patients with either single-or bi-level fusion showed a lower risk of developing ASDD in patients with L5/S1 fusion as compared to patients with L4/5 fusion. 19 A 5-year follow-up study showed that 27% of patients with single level fusion and 45% of three level fusion showed clinical ASDD. 20 The condition of the adjacent disc has also been implicated in ASDD based on the assumption that an already degenerated disc is more likely to deteriorate. 21, 22 It is known that a fused disc as well as a degenerated disc is always stiffer than a normal disc and under load produces additional motions at the disc adjacent to the fused/degenerated disc than those occur normally. Thus, adjacent segment disc disease (ASDD) may be produced either by degenerated discs or fusion or both. No study exists that compare the change in biomechanics due to fusion at the adjacent disc that has varying degree of degeneration with change in motions at the adjacent segments due to degeneration at the index level. ASDD due to fusion and/or disc degeneration is broadly believed to depend on a number of variables such as: The severity of degeneration at segment adjacent to fused disc; the number of levels that are degenerated and/or fused; and the location of the degenerative disc or fused disc.
The aim of the current study is to explore using finite element models how a fusion at L4/L5 and/or at L5/S1 results in abnormal motions at adjacent segments when they have varying degrees of degeneration which may contribute to the progression of ASDD in a lumbar spine. Furthermore, we explore if degenerative discs by themselves can also produce adjacent segment motions that are comparable in magnitude to those motions produced by fusion.
METHODS
To study the biomechanical effect of disc degeneration or fusion in a lumbar spine with degenerated adjacent disc, finite element models of different severity of degeneration in the lower lumbar levels were first created. Clinically, the severity of disc degeneration is divided into five grades from 1 normal to 5 severely degenerated (Thompsons Grading system). Our group has developed a procedure to create models of lower lumbar discs with varying grades of degeneration and validated the disc motions by comparing with cadaver test results. [23] [24] [25] [26] The procedure adopted is briefly explained here. A previously validated generic poro elastic finite element model of a lumbar spine with normal discs (Grade II) at all levels 26 was modified to create discs of varying degeneration at different levels. At each level, the geometry of the disc components were modified to correspond to required grade of degeneration. This was achieved by decreasing the disc height and nucleus area of the corresponding normal disc. The disc height corresponding to Grade II was reduced by 15%, 33%, and 70% to represent Grades III-V disc degeneration condition, respectively. Nucleus area for Grades II and III degeneration case was kept the same, but was reduced by 67% to represent Grades IV and V degeneration. 23, 26 Solid and porous material properties of the annulus and nucleus for different grades of degeneration at different disc levels considered in the current study are shown in Table 1 . 23, 26 The non-linear stress-strain curves of the annular fibers and surrounding ligaments were offset to represent the laxity in the ligaments due to disc height change. 26 Conventionally, finite element models of a lumbar spine are validated by comparing the model-predicted motions with cadaver test results without including grades of disc degeneration into the model analyses. Cadaver spine specimens do contain one or more degenerated discs, as do the lumbar spines of the patients typically operated on. To include this fact in the current study, previously validated generic poro elastic finite element model of a lumbar spine with normal discs at all levels 26 was modified, as explained above, such that the degenerative grade of the discs at all levels correspond to those observed in the cadaver specimens used for biomechanical tests 27 thus creating 12 "specimen specific" models that correspond to 12 cadaver specimens. For consistency, the same loading was used in the models and in the in vitro experiments: 7.5 Nm moments and a 400 N "follower" compressive pre-load applied in over 50 s. Motions (mean and standard deviation) at each level obtained from the 12 lumbar spine models with degenerative discs were compared with the corresponding cadaver results 27 to validate the "specimen-specific" finite element model. This method of creating varying grades of degenerated discs was adopted to simulate spines with pre-existing disc pathology or disc fusion to understand the development and progression of ASDD and explained below.
Models to Study the Effect of Progressive Degeneration at
Segments L4/L5 and/or L5/S1 on Its Adjacent Segment Motions Sixteen different models representing four different grades of disc degeneration (Thompsons Grades II-V) either at L4/L5 and/or at L5/S1 level were created in the same manner as explained above. A hybrid approach was used for analyzing all the above models. The rationale for using a hybridtesting protocol was that subjects with degenerated discs would attempt to move their spine in the same manner as they did with normal discs during daily activity. So, the baseline range of motion (motion of L1 with respect to S1) remained the same both in the normal spine model as well as in the spine model with degenerated discs. Initially, in addition to a compressive pre-load of 400 N, a moment of 7.5 Nm in the three principal planes was independently applied (load control) in 50 s to the generic lumbar spine model consisting of normal disc at all levels. The motions of L1 with respect to S1 in all the three principal directions were obtained from these analyses and applied to the lumbar spine models with degenerated disc(s). The results of motions at each of the lumbar levels obtained from models containing degenerated disc(s) were compared with the corresponding values obtained from a model of lumbar spine with normal discs. These comparisons provided an understanding on how biomechanical motions at the segments adjacent to degenerated discs depend on (i) severity of disc degeneration at the index level; (ii) number of degenerative discs; and (iii) level at which degeneration occurred.
Models to Study the Effect of Fusion at L4/L5 and/or L5/S1 at Adjacent Segment Motions That Has Varying Grades of Degeneration
The current study was performed to understand how fusion of L4/5 and/or L5/S1 in combination with severity of degeneration at the adjacent mobile segment accelerates the progression of ASDD in a lumbar spine.
Twelve different models representing fusion at either L4/L5 or L5/S1 or at L4/L5 and L5/S1 along with four different grades of disc degeneration (Thompsons Grades II-V) at the segment adjacent to the fused segment(s) (either at L5/S1 or L4/L5 or at L3/L4) were created as explained before. Furthermore, two additional models representing degenerated discs with grade 3 or 4 at the L3/L4 spinal level were developed by modifying a lumbar spine model with normal discs at all levels. A hybrid approach was again used for analyzing all the above models. The results of motions at each of the lumbar levels obtained from models containing fused segment(s) along with degenerated disc adjacent to fused segment(s) were compared with the corresponding 124 NATARAJAN AND ANDERSSON values obtained from a model of the lumbar spine with degenerated discs located at the same level as in the fused spine model. This method of comparison was adopted so that the biomechanical effect of fusion alone in a spine with degenerated adjacent segment can be studied. These comparisons provided understanding on how biomechanical motions at the segments adjacent to fused segment depend on (i) severity of disc degeneration at the level adjacent to fused segment; (ii) number of fused discs; and (iii) level at which the disc was fused.
RESULTS
The compressive pre-load of 400 N combined with a moment of 7.5 Nm in the three principal planes applied independently to a spine with grade 2 discs at all levels produced motions of L1 with respect to S1 of 29.9 in flexion, 22.2 in extension, 13.8 in L þ R torsion, and 41.3 in L þ R lateral bending. These were the motions that were applied to the lumbar spine models with degenerated discs or models that contain both fused discs as well as degenerated discs so that the base line range of motion remained the same both in the normal spine model and in the spine models with degenerated and/or fused discs.
Validation of the Grade Specific Finite Element Model
Mean and standard deviation of the segmental motions at each level obtained from the 12 specimen specific finite element models were compared with the segmental motions obtained from the cadaver specimens and showed an excellent agreement (Fig. 1) . This validated the current finite element model approach in representing the biomechanical effect of different stages of disc degeneration in a lumbar spine.
Validation of Primary Motions Obtained From the FE Models With In Vivo Measured Motions
Segmental in vivo vertebral motion during functional human lumbar spine activities measured in a normal spine 28 and in a spine with degenerated discs at L4/S1 levels 17 were compared with the motions obtained from FE models. Instead of comparing the actual segmental motions obtained from in vivo study with FE model results, contributions from each segment to the total lumbar spine motion in both in vivo study and FE model results were compared (Figs. 2 and 3 ). This approach for validating the FE model result was adopted because the FE model does not include the C1 and C2, hyper-elastic Mooney-Rivilin material constants used in defining annulus material properties; E, elastic modulus of the tissue; m, permeability of the tissue. Material properties for grades 2-5 annulus and nucleus were adopted from the literature (Qasim et al.
23
; Ruberte et al.
26
).
FUSION, DEGENERATION ADJACENT DISC DISEASE effect of muscles and the maximum in vivo motions the lumbar spine experienced were not the same as calculated in FE models.
Change in Adjacent Segment Biomechanics Due to Progressive Degeneration of Segments L4/L5 and/or L5/S1
In models with single level degeneration, larger increase in adjacent segments motion for all loading modes was seen when L4/L5 segment was degenerated (varying between 5% and 38%) as compared to increase in adjacent segment motions with L5/S1 degeneration (varying between 3% and 13%) ( Table  2 ). In all loading modes, the largest increase in adjacent segment motions was seen when the degenerated segment at L4/L5 or L5/S1 had a grade V degeneration. When both L4/L5 and L5/S1 segments were degenerated, maximum increase in adjacent segment motions (varying between 25% and 45%), as expected, was larger than those produced by single segment degeneration for all loading modes (Table 3) . Maximum increase in adjacent segment motions occurred with grade V in both L4/L5 and L5/S1 segments except under torsion. Also, for a specific grade of degeneration at either L4/L5 or L5/S1 level, the adjacent segment motions (L3/L4) increased monotonically as the grade of degeneration increased in the other disc (L5/S1 or L4/L5, respectively). For example, in flexion, with grade V degeneration at L4/L5 as the degenerative grade of L5/S1 disc increased from Grades II to V, the adjacent segment motions increased from 19% to 42%.
Motion at disc L3/L4 adjacent to degenerated L4/S1 segments (Grade V in both L4/L5 and L5/S1 in FE model) was calculated as a percentage of L2/L5 segmental motions from FE model results. The model results of motion at L3/L4 were compared with corresponding percentage motion at L3/L4 calculated from results based on a published in vivo study. 17 The results compared well in both cases when L4/S1 segments were either normal or degenerated for all the three loading cases and presented in Figure 4 . Change in Adjacent Segment Biomechanics Due to Fusion at L4/L5 and/or L5/S1 Segment(s) Fusion at L4/L5 in most cases produced larger increase (22-50%) in adjacent segment motions for all grades of degeneration at L5/S1 (Table 4 ) as compared to the corresponding increase (12-35%) due to fusion at L5/S1 for all grades of degeneration at L4/L5. With L4/L5 fusion, the maximum percentage increase in motions at adjacent segment L5/S1 occurred with grade V degeneration at L5/S1 (varying between 28% and 50%). On the other hand, with L5/S1 fusion, the largest increase in L4/L5 segment motion was observed with grade III or IV degeneration at L4/L5
(varying between 24% and 49%). As anticipated, the change in adjacent segment motions (L3/L4) was larger (60% and 200%) with two level fusion (L4/S1) as compared to single level fusion (Table 4) . Degenerative grade IV at the adjacent segment L3/L4 produced largest increase in adjacent segment motions (varying between 98% and 137%).
Comparison of Adjacent Segment Biomechanics Due to Fusion With Adjacent Segment Motions Due to Disc Degeneration
Single level degenerated disc at L4/L5 produced largest increase in adjacent segment motions of 15-40% that were comparable to those produced by one level fusion at L4/L5 (30-50%) (Fig. 5a) . Similarly, single level degenerated disc at L5/S1 produced largest increase in adjacent segment motions of 10-15% that were comparable to those produced by one level fusion at L5/S1 (25-50%). Two level disc degeneration produced a maximum increase in adjacent segment motions of 25-45% which was lower than those produced by two level fusion (100-200%). Comparison of the largest increase in adjacent segment motions due to one level fusion or degeneration showed that larger adjacent segment motion always occurred when L4/L5 was fused or degenerated as compared to fusion or degeneration at L5/S1. Similarly, comparison of the largest increase in adjacent segment motions due to one level fusion or degeneration with two level fusion or degeneration, showed that two level fusion or degeneration produced largest change in adjacent segment motions.
To additionally compare the effect of fusion or disc degeneration on adjacent disc biomechanics, the mean effect (produced by all grades of degeneration considered in this study) of disc degeneration or fusion on adjacent segment motion for each loading mode was calculated (Fig. 5b) . The increase in mean adjacent segment motions due to L4/L5 degeneration was about 50% of the corresponding increase produced by fusion at L4/L5. Similarly, increase in mean adjacent segment motions due to L5/S1 degeneration was about 30% of the corresponding increase produced by fusion at L5/S1 in all loading modes. Increase in mean adjacent segment motions due to two level degeneration was about 15% of the corresponding increase produced by fusion at L4/S1 in all loading modes.
DISCUSSIONS
The method adopted in the FE modeling to represent degenerated discs in a lumbar spine model was validated by comparing the FE model results with cadaver results. Further the primary motions obtained in both normal lumbar spine and spine with degenerated lumbar discs obtained from FE models were compared with segmental rotations obtained in the three principal directions from an in vivo study and available in the literature. The results compared well at all lower lumbar levels in all loading modes. The current study showed that degeneration or fusion at L4/L5 caused larger increase in adjacent segment motions than those produced by L5/S1 degeneration or fusion leading to the conclusion that chances of developing ASDD due to either fusion or disc degeneration are greater when L4/L5 level degenerates or is fused. The conclusion that the magnitude of adjacent segment motions do depend on the level at which fusion occur is very similar to those conclusion reached by a 14-year study of patients that showed a lower risk of developing ASDD in patients with L5/S1 fusion as compared to patients with L4/L5 fusion. 19 The results also showed that as the severity of disc degeneration at lower lumbar level discs increased, the motions at segments adjacent to degenerated disc also increased leading to the conclusion that increase in adjacent segment motions do depend on the severity of disc degeneration. Two level disc degeneration or two level fusion was found to produce larger increase in adjacent segment motions than produced by single level degeneration or fusion. This conclusion that the adjacent segment motions depend on number of fused segments compare well with those reached after a 5-year follow-up study that showed larger percentage of patients with multilevel fusion developed ASDD as compared to patients with single level fusion. 20 The conclusion that presence of degenerated discs at L4/S1 levels produce larger increase in motions at L3/L4 than that in normal discs compares well with the conclusions from an in vivo study. 17 Also, the comparison of L3/L4 motions from FE model with in vivo motions as a percentage of L2/L5 motion when two level degeneration (L4/S1) was considered showed an excellent agreement in all loading modes, again validating the current FE model. With single level fusion either at L4/L5 or at L5/S1 or two level fusion at L4/S1 levels showed increase in adjacent segment motions with increase in degenerative grade at that adjacent segment leading to the conclusion that the motions at the segment adjacent to the fusion do depend on the severity of degeneration at the adjacent segment. This conclusion that an already degenerated disc at the segment adjacent to the fused level is more Grade II  33  25  27  42  Grade III  36  22  27  45  Grade IV  36  25  29  47  Grade V  35  28  29  50 Percent change in adjacent segment (L4L5) motions due to fusion at L5/S1 Percent change in adjacent segment (L3L4) motions due to fusion at L4/L5 and L5/S1 20, 21, [26] [27] [28] Similarly, in the case of two level degeneration, the increase in adjacent disc motions do depend on level of degeneration at each of these two levels.
The effects of disc degeneration on adjacent disc motions and the increase in motions at segment adjacent to fused segment(s) were found to be very similar. The findings that fusion at L4/L5 is a greater risk than fusion at L5/S1 was similar to the conclusion that degeneration at L4/L5 produces larger adjacent segment motions as compared to motion produced by degeneration at L5/S1. Two level disc degeneration produced larger adjacent segment motions than produced by single level degeneration is similar to that two level fusion produced larger increase in adjacent segment motions than induced by single level fusion. Increase in adjacent segment motions do depend on severity of disc degeneration at the index level(s). This is similar to that the adjacent segment motions do depend on the severity of degeneration at the disc adjacent to fusion. The mean increase in adjacent segment motions due to disc degeneration was of similar magnitude as of those increase produced by fusion in all loading modes.
There are some limitations on the current study. It is well known that the FE model study cannot simulate a living system exactly such as, to name a few, include the normally observed phenomenon of no distinct demarcation between nucleus and annulus in a degenerated lumbar disc, change in the other components of the motion segment such as endplates, facet joints, and vertebra that simultaneously occur along with disc degeneration. A systematic study of the effect of fusion and degeneration on adjacent disc biomechanics which is difficult but not impossible to do by other means (such as cadaver study or in vivo study) can be accomplished by this model analyses. Muscles, which are not included in the current model, do affect the kinematics of the spine and is a limitation of the current study. Movement of patients with back pain and patients with fusion may be limited because of physiological conditions. In the current study, the motion of L1 with respect to S1 is made same in normal as well as in degenerated/fusion cases (Hybrid method of analyses). This is another limitation to the current study.
In conclusion, the current study showed that the increase in adjacent segment motions (i) depend on the level at which degeneration or fusion occur; (ii) depend on severity of degeneration at the index level; (iii) depend on number of levels fused or degenerated; and (iv) depend on the severity of degeneration at the disc adjacent to fused disc. Also, the effects of disc degeneration on adjacent disc motions and the increase in motions at segment adjacent to fused segment(s) were found to be very similar. The current study thus suggest that in addition to fusion being one of the factors that cause ASDD, degeneration of the discs can also cause increase in adjacent segment motions that could be a biomechanical factor relating to progression of disc degeneration.
